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Sustainability 
in the storage sector

for a clean future

Shape the future!Get in touch with us

innovenergy AG
Gemeindemattenstr. 20
CH-3860 Meiringen

+41 33 552 10 10
info@innov.energy

We are always looking for commit-
ted employees with a technical mind 
and an ecological awareness who are 
passionate about contributing to the 
energy transition. 

You can find open positions under:
www.innov.energy/en/jobs

Apply spontaneously at: 
jobs@innov.energy

Who we are

innovenergy AG is a fast-growing Swiss young company 
in the field of renewable energies. It develops and  
distributes ecologically sustainable and innovative  
salt-based battery storage systems for the residential,  
commercial and industrial sectors. 

With unique salt battery storage products and the  
conception of Direct Current Grid solutions, the company 
captures the spirit of the times for an energy-efficient 
integration of renewable energies into our future power 
supply.

future-oriented

Focus is:   
« Clean renewable energy,  
stored in clean battery storage. » 
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The technology The team The references

eco-logical highly dynamic absolutely safe

innovenergy products are unique! They are characterised 
in particular by their ecological sustainability as well as 
absolute safety. The proven salt technology has been in 
use in the industry for almost 30 years. The lifetime of a 
salt battery is 15 years and more. It is robust and works at 
outside temperatures from -20° to +60° Celsius.

The salt batteries installed by innovenergy do not contain 
any questionable and environmentally harmful substanc-
es. All raw materials are abundantly available worldwide. 
The salt batteries are manufactured in Switzerland and are 
100% recycled.

Well-known customers such as the railway companies 
RBS, BLS, SOB, SBB or the supermarket chain MIGROS 
trust in the proven, environmentally friendly and absolutely 
safe salt battery storage systems from innovenergy. 

The supply of the Schanzentunnel near Bern is ensured 
with a UPS salt storage system or the MIGROS market 
is secured with a salimax©. Apartment buildings are 
supplied at night with a salitrust© , and cows in various 
alpine farms with cows are milked with the mobile die-
sel-free power of the saliGO!©.

And of course hundreds of households enjoy their own 
electricity from a salidomo© at night.

The fast-growing dynamic team cultivates flat hierarchies. 
Everyone works on their own responsibility – freely,  
solution-oriented and partly independent of location.

There is no time for swinging speeches, meetings are brief 
and businesslike. Each individual is well organised and has 
a strong ability to implement. Highly motivated, everyone 
has a common goal: To help shape the energy transition 
quickly and efficiently.

The passion is called:   
« One salt battery in every solar household. »

The motto is: 
« We run 100% for sustainability! »

Customers say: 
« We are happy to recommend innovenergy. »


